WAR OF THE WORLDS VS NEVER LET ME GO

- **Theme of Confinement** – physically confined in Hailsham & the cages on the back of the Martians, underneath the fallen star in the house, psychologically confined in not being able to move forward with similar technological advancements as the Martians.

- **Theme of Identity** – Understanding their purpose in the world as clones, being generalised as a dehumanising, inferior asset & being generalised as an inferior, weak population in the eyes of the Martians.

- **Theme of Power** – The humans supposedly have more rights over the clones and use the clones as a sacrifice for the survival of the human race & the Martians use their power to wipe out the human race in a swift slaughter in order to continue their life on Earth in peace.

- **Theme of Conformity** – Kathy and Tommy accept their fate without a spark of rebellion & the artilleryman acts as a pioneer in silently coexisting underground and allowing the Martians to continue invading.

- **Theme of Wilful Ignorance** – Ruth remains ignorant to her fate throughout the book, choosing to ignore and not accept her fate & the humans underestimate the power of the Martians, first attempting to protect the inferior and vulnerable Martians assuming they’re in need of human help.